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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ZUES Vanilla Cafe was founded by four members which is Zaid, Eidlan, Umaira and
Syamimi. This business has created because of the use of natural vanilla extract is seen to be quite
rare in Malaysia due to the lack of exposure to vanilla extract. Therefore, we took this opportunity
to build a Cafe concept business that offers food products based on natural vanilla extract such as
cupcakes, ice blended, ice cream and vanilla buns where vanilla pulp suppliers can be obtained from
vanilla tree planting operators. This is because even though the price is quite expensive when
compared to the artificial vanilla flavor, the natural vanilla extract will affect the taste and feel of the
food, drinks and desserts that will be produced.

In running our marketing strategy, we started selling by promoting and started taking orders
via Facebook, website and Instagram. In addition, we also did a banner to promote our products to
our target customers such as teenagers and young people that can notice our café create some
varieties food products using vanilla extract. Our products have many benefits by using natural
vanilla extract where this vanilla is an aroma enhancer in food and beverages, an appetite enhancer,
avoids the risk of cancer and good for reducing stress.

Every member in this company has their own professional skills. Eidlan as our General
Manager and Operation Manager really knows how to plan or control the overall management of the
business. He also really professional in managing the production if goods activities. Thus, Syamimi
really professional in her line of work which is maintaining administrative department by selecting,
orienting and training employees. Zaid also really committed and professional in his scope of work
which is managing product advertising for promoting to public. Lastly, Umaira knows how to
drafting the plan to develop the business for long terms financial goals in the company.

On the financial side, Umaira in charge of deciding cash inflow and outflow. We need a
capital of RM200,000 to start a business and will use it to buy raw materials, offices equipment,
machineries, marketing uses and so on. For the first year, we aim that our sales reach RM578,000
and the cash surplus for every year around RM70,000 to RM130,000. With the surplus money, we
roll it back as operation cost and all other expenses as well as it shows good achievement for our
business.
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1.0 BUSINESS DESCRIPTIONS
1.1 Name of the company: ZUES VANILLA CAFE
The reason why I chose this name is because of the combination of the four names of our
group members namely Zaid, Umaira, Eidlan and Syamimi which will form the word
ZUES. To complete the name of this company, we named it as ZUES VANILLA CAFÉ.

1.2 Factors in selecting the proposed business
The reason why we choose this business is because the vanilla extract business is seen to
be relatively rare in Malaysia due to lack of exposure to vanilla extract. In Malaysia,
there are several vanilla tree growers began to grow such as in Penang and Temerloh,
Pahang and they have exported the vanilla to foreign countries such as the United States,
Indonesia, Germany and Singapore. But the production of vanilla extract in Malaysia
does not seem encouraging. So, we took this opportunity to build a vanilla product café
where the supplier for the vanilla pulp could be obtained from the vanilla tree planting
operators. In addition, assurance on the cleanliness, halal and authenticity of our products
is a key factor of our business so that the products produced can satisfy our Cafe
customers. Lastly is the selection factor of this business due to encourage the use of
natural vanilla rather than artificial. This is because even though the price is quite
expensive when compared to the artificial vanilla flavor, the originality and taste of the
essence is more pronounced and more precise. The natural vanilla extract will affect the
taste and further flavor the food, drinks and desserts that will be produced.

2.0 COMPANY BACKGROUND
Name of the Company

ZUES VANILLA CAFÉ

Business Address

No. A-43, Kuantan Avenue Commercial Centre, Jalan
Berserah, Kuantan

Website/e-mail Address

ZUES_Vanilla01@gmail.com

Telephone Number

095112101

Form of Business

Partnership

Main Activities

Sales of food products based on vanilla and some vanilla extract.

Date of Commencement

3rd January2022

Date of Registration

3rd December 2021
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